Unmask a Dangerous Thief in Venice!

The stakes have never been higher as Nancy Drew joins an international undercover investigation to track down a phantom thief in Venice. The Italian police have few leads and you might be the only one who can stop the thefts of historic artifacts. Can you spy on suspects and collect clues before the crime syndicate catches up to you?

Dress the part
Create a fashion statement or a new disguise

Talk the talk
Master your Italian as you dig for clues

Hit the High Notes
Travel the canals and listen to singing gondoliers

Build a Winning Hand
Deal out the fun in the Italian card game Scopa

Earn Your Keep
Cover costs with creative ways to earn Euros

Pace Yourself and Fix Mistakes
Play Junior or Senior detective level and erase mistakes without starting over

JOIN THE FUN ONLINE!
Share hints and tips at www.HerInteractive.com

Infiltrate a Carnevale of Criminals in Italy!
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Mystery #18

Windows XP/Vista

Minimum: 1 GHz or greater Pentium 3 or equivalent class CPU, 128 MB of RAM, 1 GB or more hard drive space, 32 MB DirectX 9.0 compatible video card, 16 bit DirectX compatible sound card, 24x CD-ROM drive

for Mystery Fans 10 to Adult